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Resources and Conflict – Discussing the Natural Resources ...
Competition over natural resources such as oil or diamonds can lead to, intensify, or sustain violence—the resource curse—but natural resources can also play a role in managing and resolving conflict and preventing its reoccurrence. This study guide will illuminate the role of natural resources as causes of conflict, and their role in helping to bring about peace.
(PDF) Natural Resources and Conflict in Africa
Even though natural resources are the support structures of life, too much or too little of it can come with a lot of trouble and conflict. Too little natural resources: In many regions of the world, a mix of limited resources, overpopulation, and environmental degradation has produced extreme poverty and income inequality.
Natural resources and conflict: A meta-analysis of the ...
Conflicts over natural resources are not a new phenomenon. A series of factors or trends are known which often trigger or substantially exacerbate conflicts over natural resources. The result is that local/traditional mechanisms are no longer able to address or solve conflicts and mediate diverging interests. The
Land, Natural Resources and Conflict: From Curse to ...
environment in complex conflict situations, and second, to the actors that can play a constructive role in natural resource, environmental and conflict management. 1. Conflict management: Increasingly, conflict management approaches should take the environment and natural resources into account when attempting to prevent violent
Natural Resources and Conflict: A Guide for Mediation ...
The link between natural resources and conflict is probably as old as human settlement. Empires and kingdoms throughout history are known to have risen or fallen because of their victories or defeats in wars that were heavily laden with natural resource considerations.¹ History is also replete with examples of friendships and alliances forged by empires and kingdoms to defend access to, and ...
Natural Resources, Conflict, and Conflict Resolution ...
4 by the media, is the role natural resources can play in resolving and managing conflict and in preventing the reoccurrence of violence in the post-conflict environment.
Natural Resources and Conflict
The relationship between natural resources and violent conflict – hereby defined as any episode of violence which leads to at least one death per year – can be viewed in two stylized manners; one possible pathway links the scarcity of a resource to increased odds of violence; the other hypothesis, broadly known as ‘resource curse’, connects the abundance of natural goods to violent ...
Natural resources and conflicts | War and Peace
Natural Resources and Violent Conflict: Options and Actions first explains the links between resource dependence conflict and then considers what can be done to help reduce the risk of civil war in these nations. In this collection of previously unpublished essays by experts in the field, ...
Conflict and problems associated with natural resources ...
The challenges associated with preventing, managing and resolving natural resource-induced conflicts may well come to define global peace and security in the 21st century.
Natural Resources, the Environment and Conflict
How do local resource and conflict dynamics influence global processes related to resource demand and certification? To address these questions, we have edited a special issue in the journal Conflict, Security and Development that introduces a local to global framework to examine resource governance and conflicts across scales.

Natural Resources And Conflict In
and natural resources. Yet to date, the role mediation can play in peacefully resolving conflicts over natural resources has not been examined in a systematic way. Furthermore, mediators unfamiliar with the issues may be tempted to consider them as largely technical, thereby not fully appreciating their political nature and strategic importance.
An introduction to natural resource conflicts ...
natural resources and increased risk of conflict, even i f the Joi nt Strategy has not succeeded in the ‘fight against corruption, bribery, counterfeitin g, money-laundering [and] tax -fraud’.
Natural Resources and Conflict | Helvetas
One natural resource that will be a likely source of major conflict is water as many of the world’s major rivers and underground aquifers cross national boundaries. So far, even in politically tense areas of the world such as the Middle East, neighboring countries have generally succeeded in maintaining agreements for the sharing water supplies.
Conflict & Natural Resources - The Environmental Literacy ...
An introduction to natural resource conflicts, collaborative management and sustainable livelihoods. This section explains the nature of community-based natural resource conflicts. It discusses the causes of natural resource conflict and illustrates the different types of conflicts that can occur at the community level.
Natural Resources and Violent Conflict
At a broad level four types of resource dispute can present a general challenge to national stability: secessionist conflicts in which resource-rich regions seek to split away from the rest of a country; disputes over resources as part of a new national compact (i.e. in the context of a peace agreement or new constitution); grievances over standalone projects such as mines and hydroelectric ...
Natural Resources and Conflict in Africa: The Tragedy of ...
1. Introduction. The theoretical literature on natural resources can be divided into two main groups, resource abundancy and resource scarcity. Literatures falling in the first group argue that abundancy of natural resources (non-renewable) leads to violence, inequality and conflict, while those of the second group claims that scarcity (both renewable and non-renewable) of natural resources ...
Natural Resources, Conflict, and Conflict Resolution
The distribution of natural resources results in economic and geopolitical power relations that have been and still are the cause of conflicting interests among countries. Access to these resources, along with the control and distribution of these resources to the actors involved are conflict-relevant issues.
Addressing Natural Resource Conflicts: Working Towards ...
In conflicts involving natural resources, sustainable outcomes are even more desirable because the shared benefits of these resources often cross tribal, societal, communal, and national boundaries.
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